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Chairman’s Report

The year 2014 was an important one for our institute. Following implementation and review of the Group’s activities in accordance with the guidelines of the Government and of the Supervisory Authorities, Banca del
Sempione has set up the foundation for the future. Years that are expected to be highly competitive and in
which quality and innovation of services, greater professionalism of personnel and rapid response times and
transparency in customer relations will make the difference. No longer a Bank focused exclusively on asset
management in the traditional sense, therefore, but a Bank able to satisfy all of the multi-faceted requirements
of private clients. A number of significant investments have been made in order to prepare the structure to meet
these new challenges, but we are certain that the path undertaken will yield results in the future.
The country has handled the difficult years of the crisis in a positive manner, but it now requires our sector
to make choices that cannot be postponed and that will contribute, in the financial realm, to reviving
Switzerland for upcoming generations. Our Bank, which aims to continue playing a major role in the market,
views these changes favourably, firm in its belief that despite the presence of different underlying conditions
than in the past, the Swiss financial market will be able to attract clientele seeking quality services.
These investments have inevitably impacted the final economic result, but the satisfaction of having paved
the way for the Bank of the future on behalf of customers and shareholders certainly takes on a significantly higher value.
In the more general context, we have observed a highly accommodating attitude by the central banks, attempting to stimulate a global economy that is having difficulty in starting up again and does not appear to
be giving reassuring signs, despite favourable underlying conditions. Among these, we note interest rates at
record lows and sharply declining oil prices. Unfortunately, demand is struggling to increase and some economists fear the risk of a general depression. In such a scenario, even the Swiss National Bank has moved in
unison with the other central banks in terms of monetary policy, but it has had to abandon the measures
implemented approximately three years ago in terms of foreign currency policy. In fact, at the beginning of
2015, the Swiss National Bank decided to end its defence of the minimum EUR/CHF exchange rate, due to the
possible short-term risks of this measure. Following this decision, our currency has strengthened sharply
against all major foreign currencies. In perspective, this decision will only create greater concern within our
country’s economic and industrial segments, particularly if the revaluation does not subside quickly.
Based on the above considerations, the most significant income statement and balance sheet items are discussed below.
Lending Operations and Interest Income
During the course of 2014, we increased the volume of loans granted to clientele, as part of the new strategy outlined in the paragraphs above. This enabled the achievement of a positive result in the relative income
statement item, although the further decline in base rates limited the growth in income. Management of the
bank-owned portfolio also focused on choices based on the quality of the securities and was clearly impacted by the monetary policy of the central banks.
Commission Income
Even in this area, the choices made on behalf of clients impacted the commission income. In fact, the bond
front focused on better debtor quality and limited the duration of securities, but with good results for clientele,
due to the currency diversification carried out, particularly on the US dollar.
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Trading Operations
The economic return for the Institute did not respect the budget forecasts. The reasons for this include the
difficulty in interpreting shifts in alternative currencies to the national one, except for the US dollar. Even clients operating independently maintained a limited risk propensity, which generated a higher change only towards the end of the year.
Operating Costs
Significant attention was paid to managing operating costs. As mentioned above, the specific items that
increased were those regarding qualitative improvement of procedures and structure, while a spending
review was conducted for the remainder, also on a qualitative basis, permitting the expenditure items to
be contained. This increase in efficiency also impacted the figure on personnel, although the units employed were numerically the same as the prior year.
Client Assets
With even significant changes in outgoing funds, mainly regarding items that no longer comply with the minimum requirements set out by our institute’s policy, the amount of client assets was essentially unchanged, while
“Net new money” was only slightly negative.
This aspect gives us greater cause for satisfaction and allows us to maintain an optimistic outlook for 2015,
which for Ticino-based banks will be challenging in terms of maintaining assets, following implementation of
the Italian voluntary disclosure programme.
Consolidated Operating Result
The final consolidated result shows a decrease due to the aforementioned restrictive policies, in preparation for
the Bank’s new operating style. The stability in profits achieved over the last few years has essentially been
confirmed, also due to the positive contribution of all companies included within the scope of consolidation.

As a result, the Banca del Sempione SA’s Board of Directors proposes to the shareholders’ meeting
the following allocation of CHF 8’137’000 in net earnings:
CHF
CHF
CHF
CHF

500,000
1,000,000
5,000,000
1’637’000

to the legal reserve
to other reserves
dividend
carried forward

The Board of Directors thanks the Banca del Sempione Group companies’ entire staff and Management Teams
for the constant commitment and dedication they have demonstrated in the pursuit of their tasks. Our heartfelt thanks to the Federal Surveillance Commission for the Financial Sector for its cooperation and to the
independent auditors for all the work carried out and the suggestions they have offered.

Mr. Fiorenzo Perucchi
Chairman of the Board of Directors

A challenge. A community

From the 60 meters of an unsafe wooden
gangway to the 57 thousand of a railway tunnel through the rock. For nine centuries
overcoming Gotthard has always been an
enormous technical and human challenge. A
challenge which has become the focus point
of such high expectations, will and resources
that it has become a symbol of the whole of
Switzerland.
Over the years what was a natural barrier
became, increasingly, an element of connection and relations, with strategic, economic,
social, and cultural implications.
It is challenges such as these that inspire the
raison d’etre of Banca del Sempione: a local
financial institute, capable of thinking and
operating on a global scale, for the good of
the whole community.

Saint Gotthard and its valleys

The mountain
that unites

The entrance gate to the Canton of Ticino from the
north, the region has historically been defined as the
“people’s way” of Europe. Saint Gotthard, “mountain-symbol” in the heart and thoughts of every
Swiss man and woman, is not only the crossroads of
the languages and cultures of the country, but also a
natural emblem of cohesion and national identity, a
model of man’s conquest of impassable nature. The
modern, competitive and competent Ticino of today
would not be the same without this mountain which
has allowed not only the transportation of goods, but
above all of ideas and knowledge.
Once a thoroughfare for the local Alpine population, in the 12th century the mountain pass became legendary thanks to an access which, at first
sight, seemed impossible through the impassable
Schöllenen Gorge and above all the impetuous
river Reuss. The “Twerrenbrücke”, a sixty-meter
long wooden gangway, in fact, allowed the two
neighbouring valleys to come into contact with
each other and was a perhaps unconscious boost
towards a future full of historical and social consequences. Over the centuries no other Swiss
mountain became so strategic. It was from here
that merchants used to reach Milan, wasting
much less time and money, at the same time
avoiding French (through the Frejus Pass) or
Austrian (over the Brenner Pass) territories.
The opening of “Uri’s hole” between Göschenen
and Andermatt, at the beginning of the Eighteenth century, and the dangerous carriageway of
the Tremola Valley on the Ticino side in 1830, triggered a boom in commerce and customs’ profits.
During the second half of the Nineteenth century,
around 70 thousand people and between 10 and

20 thousand tons of goods a year travelled on carriages along this road. But Gotthard was, above
all, the reason for a growth in exchanges and knowledge among different cultures that shared the
same ideal: to connect the north and the south of
Europe. It is this that Ticino, some Swiss-German
cantons, Germany and the governments of Piedmont and Lombardy intended.
A truly massive job, the railway tunnel which opened
in 1882 was, to a greater extent, the symbol of the
genius and collaboration of Switzerland, Italy and
Germany, a great adventure for thousands of workers, especially Italian ones. With the electrification of
the tunnel in 1920 the record figure of one million
passengers was reached. Progress was marked by the
road and the substitution of the old carriages with
buses between Andermatt (Uri) and Airolo (Ticino).
Further progress was achieved in 1980 by the motorway through the tunnel, at that time the longest in
the world measuring 17 kilometres.
And that’s not all: from 2016, the new “Alptransit” high speed railway tunnel will further intensify and improve links.

Previous page:
1957 poster of the Gotthardbahn, the workers
who built the tunnel wish goodbye to the carriage
From the top in sequence:
Inauguration of the Saint Gotthard motorway tunnel,
on the south side, in 1981
The historic Tremola, the only link between north
and south before the Saint Gotthard tunnel was built
Page to the right in sequence:
The headquarters of IRB, the Biomedical Research Institute
located in Bellinzona
The historic Bellinzona station, an important stop
along the railway line
Following page:
The Alptransit tunnel under Saint Gotthard,
at the beginning of the testing phase

Projects, visions and dreams, materialised around
and through this mountain, have contributed to
the development of all the valleys dominated by
Gotthard: from the Bedretto valley to the Leventina valley, from the Riviera valley to Blenio, to
the modern urban hub of Bellinzona. If Gotthard
had not been “tamed” by tenacity and technology, Leventina would never have known the economic, industrial and tourist-linked boom of the
Sixties. The hydroelectric exploitation of water, a
veritable indigenous “blue gold”, which started
in the Twentieth century is an example of it. The
various power plants of Leventina have put Ticino in third place in Switzerland in terms of the
quantity of electricity produced. Everybody benefits from it thanks to the constant optimisation
of the services of the producing companies, now
successfully placed in global markets.
Thanks to the Gotthard’s tunnels, Faido became
the capital, experiencing a strong population increase which justified the creation of an important acute medicine hospital. Benefitting from
the presence of an iron and steel company with
almost one thousand employees with a production capacity of up to 500 thousand tons of steel
a year, Giornico and Bodi experienced a golden
period of fifty years and became famous far beyond the Canton borders. Today, here just like in
Biasca and Cresciano, the dynamism of small and
medium-size companies that are enjoying excellent health continues to amaze.
At the international level we also find metal and
mechanical industry in the railway sector, the
chemical-pharmaceutical industry with graphite,
the use of timber by-products for the production of
energy, and photovoltaic renewable energy sources. At the national level we find the lubricants sector and at the cantonal level the plastics sector
(Pet). Stone quarrying in the Three Valleys has

been recognised for a long time for its value and its
obvious synergies with the building trade, one of
the main economic branches of the canton.
So, a more modest but none the less flourishing
region, which Gotthard has certainly not put in
the shadows. On the contrary, the sun of the Blenio valley, with its very rich agricultural, historical
and cultural heritage, seems to shine on a bright
future focused on Bellinzona as its driving force,
known by everyone for the beauty of its Unesco
castles, destined, however, to become a “scientific
hub” since it is the headquarters of very famous
international biomedical research centres (some
of the most famous scientists in the world work
here) as well as oncologic ones (research projects
have won national accolades) and of a planned
university medical faculty. A region, therefore,
that has known and still knows how to see beyond
a mountain which, instead of dividing, continues
to unite peoples and ideas.
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CONSOLIDATED BALANCE SHEET AT 31.12.2014

(Amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Assets
Cash
Due from banks
Due from customers
Mortgages
Securities and precious metal trading portfolios
Financial investments
Non consolidated participations
Fixed assets
Intangible assets
Accrued income and prepaid expenses
Other assets
Total assets
Total subordinated assets
Total due from unconsolidated Group entities
and significant shareholders

Liabilities
Due to banks
Due to customers in savings and investment accounts
Due to customers, others
Accrued expenses and deferred income
Other liabilities
Value adjustments and provisions
Reserves for general banking risks
Share capital
Reserves and retained earnings
Minority interests in shareholders’equity
Net income
of which minority interests
Total liabilities
Total due to unconsolidated Group entities
and significant shareholders

Off-balance sheet transactions
Contingent liabilities
Irrevocable commitments
Derivative financial instruments
– Contract volumes
– Positive replacement values
– Negative replacement values
Fiduciary transactions

Year under
rewiew

Previous
year

147’291
182’235
147’009
122’701
5’790
135’438
186
31’560

110’324
167’005
115’749
107’748
3’435
138’903
20
31’961
129
3’544
18’932
697’750

36’967
15’230
31’260
14’953
2’355
-3’465
166
-401
-129
520
16’904
114’360
526

3’960

4’153

-193

4’847
54’828
567’881
3’956
39’254
12’583
15’910
20’000
85’429
176
7’246
2
812’110

11’143
56’325
464’352
3’817
22’408
13’061
15’910
20’000
81’628
201
8’905
13
697’750

-6’296
-1’497
103’529
139
16’846
-478

3’801
-25
-1’659
-11
114’360

9’287

12’512

-3’225

7’345
2’266

7’296
2’202

49
64

4’388’195
33’786
34’268
10’151

4’128’591
17’796
17’420
18’327

259’604
15’990
16’848
-8’176

4’064
35’836
812’110
526

Change

CONSOLIDATED INCOME STATEMENT 2014

(Amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Year under
rewiew

Previous
year

Change

3’680
114
2’535
-570
5’759

3’221
79
2’694
-454
5’540

459
35
-159
-116
219

99
29’458
2’420
-2’713
29’264

79
31’448
2’688
-2’784
31’431

20
-1’990
-268
71
-2’167

3’602

4’177

-575

478
49
750
70
-364
983

426
11
743
22
-58
1’144

52
38
7
48
-306
-161

39’608

42’292

-2’684

-20’136
-8’265
-28’401

-20’376
-8’885
-29’261

240
620
860

11’207

13’031

-1’824

11’207
-2’063
-466
8’678
289
-11
-1’710
7’246
2

13’031
-2’182
-685
10’164
27
-14
-1’272
8’905
13

-1’824
119
219
-1’486
262
3
-438
-1’659
-11

REVENUES AND EXPENSES FROM ORDINARY BANKING ACTIVITIES
Result from interest activities
Interest and discount income
Interest and dividend income on trading portfolios
Interest and dividend income on financial investments
Interest expense
Net interest income

Result from commission and service fee activities
Commission income on lending activities
Commission income on securities and investment activities
Commission income on other services
Commission expenses
Result from commission and service fee activities
Result from trading operations

Other ordinary results
Results from the sale of financial investments
Income from non-consolidated participations
Real estate income
Other ordinary income
Other ordinary expenses
Other ordinary results
Total income

Operating expenses
Personnel expenses
Other operating expenses
Total operating expenses
Gross Profit

GROUP PROFIT
Gross profit
Depreciation of fixed assets
Value adjustments, provisions and losses
Intermediate result
Extraordinary income
Extraordinary expenses
Taxes
Net income

of which minority interests
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CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS 2014

Year under review
(Amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Cash flow from operating activities (internal source)
Net income
Depreciation of fixed assets
Value adjustments and provisions
Change of reserves for general banking risks
Accrued income and prepaid expenses
Accrued expenses and deferred income
Other expenses
Other income
Dividend
Balance

Source
of funds

7’246
2’063
187

Application
of funds

665

8’905
2’182
567

114

520

4’407

16’904

2’437

237

16’846

3’843
5’000

5’000
3’392

9’304

25
104
129

Cash flow from investment activities
Participations
Fixed assets
Intangible assets
Balance

Short-term operations
Due to banks
Due to customers
Due from banks
Due from customers
Securities and precious metal portfolios

Source
of funds

139

Cash Flow from shareholders’equity transactions
Variation in minority shareholdings in the equity capital
Foreign currency transactions and consolidation differences
Balance

Cash flow from investment activities
Medium and long term operations (>1 year)
Saving and investments accounts
Mortgages
Financial investments

Previous year

Application
of funds

649
178
471

166
1’533

1’557
54

1’699

1’503

1’497
14’953

1’207
3’952

3’465

9’622

6’296

3’195

15’230
31’260
2’355

4’327

103’529

2’157
15’151
977

Liquidity
Cash

36’967

1’030

Balance

1’564

7’330

NOTES TO THE 2014 CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
1. Illustration of the Bank’s business operations and organization

The Banca del Sempione Group profile
Banca del Sempione SA, founded in 1960, is the Group’s parent company with its head office in Lugano and
branches in Bellinzona, Chiasso, and Locarno.
Abroad the Group operates through two companies based in Milan, named respectively Accademia SGR SpA,
specializing in the promotion and management of Italian-law real estate investment funds, and Sempione
SIM SpA, operating in the stock brokerage sector, as well as an affiliate located in the Bahamas, Banca del
Sempione (Overseas) Ltd..
A complete list of all the Group’s shareholdings is provided in paragraph 3.3 of the Schedule.

The Banca del Sempione Group business
The Group provides its private and corporate clients with all the services typical of a universal bank, the main
focus being on the provision of financial advice, asset administration services as well as securities, derivatives
and currencies trading on behalf of its clients.
The volume of transactions for the Group’s own account is limited.
The Group also promotes a SICAV operating under the laws of Luxembourg (Base Investments SICAV, licensed
to distribute products in Switzerland), a portion of whose capital funds it manages.
On the other hand, on-balance sheet transactions have secondary meaning.
The lending policy has been kept very tight for a while; new loans are issued only if backed by collateral.
Customer loans backed by guarantees shown in the financial statements account for 91% of the total.
Excess cash is invested short term at prime banks, medium term in a diversified high quality bond portfolio
recognised under “financial investments”.

Personnel
As at 31 December 2014, the Group had 145 employees on its books, equating to 140.3 full-time positions
(previous year: 144 employees, equating respectively to 139.1 positions).

Risk control and management
During the year, the Board of Directors regularly analyses the main risks linked to the Group’s operations.
This analysis is largely based on the information generated by the risk management system that the Group
has set up, as illustrated below, and the reports issued by Internal Audit, Operations Management, Risk
Control, and Compliance.
On the basis of its assessments, the Board of Directors determines the principles that regulate the Group
risk policy.
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The Group has a set of regulations defining risk control and management in all areas of operation. Clear and
conservative limits have been defined for each type of risk. These limits are regularly updated and adapted
to the risk profile of each operation carried out.
The Risk Control unit is endowed with the necessary independence and professionalism. Its operating responsibility is to identify and measure risks as well as to ensure that the Group’s policies are implemented
and limits respected: controls take place at regular intervals with the aid of the appropriate surveillance
tools. Market valuations are updated on a daily basis.
Operations Management is constantly informed on the Group’s situation.
The Risk Control unit also draws up a quarterly report addressed to Operations Management and the Board
of Directors.

Counterparty (credit) risks are minimized through a rigorous selection of financial counterparties and
by systematic demands on customers for collateral and margin coverage. The Group also has a procedure
regulating concession powers and ensuring a separation of functions between units that take on risk and
those that manage it. Any exceptions to the rules envisaged by the Group risk policy are monitored and
submitted to the Board of Directors on a quarterly basis.
Lombard loans, accounting for the bulk of the portfolio consisting of accounts receivable from customers,
are issued on the basis of collateral values conservatively calculated and constantly monitored.
The mortgage portfolio mainly refers to residences occupied by the owners themselves. The average mortgage amount issued is CHF 541,000 (previous year: CHF 457,000). The collateral value of commercial
properties, incoming-producing buildings and private houses of high standing is determined with the help
of external appraisers.
Interest rate risk management with respect to the balance sheet structure is managed by the Group’s
ALM committee.
Other market risks, mainly on currency and securities positions, are contained by virtue of very strict limits
imposed by the operating units. The positions are monitored daily.
Operational risk are limited through a series of internal regulations and provisions. First-level control is
an integral part of daily operations. Second-level control is carried out by departments other than the one
being audited. Internal Audit constantly monitors the adequacy of the procedures.
The Compliance service ensures that regulations and diligence requirements affecting the Group’s various
areas of operations are respected.
The Group has a business continuity plan to ensure operating continuity even in case of extraordinary
events that limit the availability of personnel, infrastructure, and information systems.

Outsourcing
Banca del Sempione SA has appointed an outside company to carry out the necessary maintenance work
on programs belonging to the IT platform BOSS. A detailed services contract formally regulates the terms
of this service. All personnel connected with the service company are subject to bank secrecy obligations.
However, the services are not subject to the provision of FINMA circular 08/07.

2. Accounting principles and valuation criteria

General principles
The accounting principles and valuation criteria adopted are in compliance with the provisions of the Code
of Obligations, Swiss banking law, and the rulings issued by FINMA.
The consolidated annual report has been drawn up in accordance with Swiss law governing the preparation
of bank accounting statements. It presents a true and fair view of the Group’s capital structure, financial
standing, and operating performance.
All transactions are shown in the financial statements according to the transaction date entry principle.

Scope and method of consolidation
Those companies in which the Bank owns more than 50% of capital or shares with voting rights are fully
consolidated.
In accordance with the full consolidation method, debits and credits, as well as revenues and expenses
generated by transactions between consolidated companies, are netted.
Consolidation of capital takes place according to the “purchase method”. According to this method, book
value is offset against net equity existing at the time of formation or acquisition.
Any equity investments held by 20%-50% are recognized in the consolidated financial statements according
to the equity method.
The non-consolidated equity investments are shown in the balance sheet at acquisition cost less any amortization, which may be necessary.
The list of significant shareholdings, as well as the change in the scope of consolidation, are shown in
paragraph 3.3 of the Schedule.

Conversion of foreign currencies
Foreign currency transactions are booked at the exchange of the transaction date.
Profits and losses generated by the winding up of these transactions or by the conversion of foreign-currency denominated assets and liabilities at exchange rates prevailing as at the end of the financial year are
booked to the income statement. The assets and liabilities of the consolidated companies are converted at
the year-end exchange rate, whereas revenues and expenses are converted at the average exchange rate.
The resulting differences are directly allocated to the Group equity.
The following table sets out the exchange rates against the major foreign currencies applied for conversion
purposes:

2014

EUR
USD
GBP
YEN

2013

Year End

Average

Year End

Average

1.2025
0.9893
1.5412
0.8282

1.2138

1.2266
0.8904
1.4720
0.8480

1.2273
0.9233

Main valuation principles
Assets, liabilities, and off-balance sheet entries shown under the same item are always subject to an individual valuation.

Cash, money market securities, loans to banks, liability reserves
These items are shown in the financial statements on the basis of their nominal value or acquisition value,
less write-downs to individual items for risky loans. The discount on money market securities is divided into
installments.
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Loans (accounts receivable from customers and mortgage lending)
Loans are generally booked at nominal value.
Non-performing loans – defined as loans for which the debtor is considered unlikely to meet its commitments based on an examination of solvency criteria – are valued on a case-by-case basis. Presumed risks
of loss are covered by individual prudent write-downs. Any commitments deriving from off-balance sheet
transactions are duly considered in this valuation.
A loan is considered non-performing when interest and repayment are past due by more than 90 days at the
latest. In this case, interest not received is directly attributed to write-downs; an entry to revenues is made
only when the interest is effectively received.
The amount of the write-down corresponds to the difference between the book value of the loan and the
amount the Bank believes it can collect based on counterparty risk and net revenues obtainable from the
implementation of any guarantees. Non-performing loans are recognised in the balance sheet net of corresponding write-downs.
A lump-sum adjustment may be applied to loans that, while not substandard, present a potential risk of
loss, and to the portion of the portfolio consisting of numerous small loans. This adjustment is determined
by applying a calculation method that is systematic and constant over time (20% of the nominal value of
risky loans and 5% for the minor loans).
Changes in the amount of the write-downs, both case-by-case and lump-sum, as well as collections of loans
previously amortised, are entered under the income statement item “value adjustments, provisions, and
losses”. Reserves released because they are no longer necessary are either allocated to form new provisions
or booked to the income statement under the item “extraordinary revenues”.

Trading securities and precious metals
Trading securities and precious metals are shown at the market price on the closing date of the financial
statements and the results generated are shown in the income statement. If no reliable market price is available, the lesser value principle is applied.

Financial investments
Fixed-income securities are valued according to the accrual method since the intention is to hold them
to maturity.
Any transaction premiums and discounts at the time of the acquisition of the fixed-income securities are
therefore shown in the income statement on an accrual basis according to time-to-maturity.
The result realized on a sale or early repayment is spread over the residual duration of the transaction
determined on the basis of the original maturity date.
Any depreciation in value caused by a deterioration in the issuer’s solvency is shown under the item
“other ordinary expenses”. In a similar way, any later write-backs to the previous value are booked to
the item “other ordinary revenues”.
Equity investments and precious metals are shown at the lesser of acquisition cost and market value.
Real assets received in guarantee of loans issued, and then received from auctions, are shown among
financial investments if the intention is to sell them off; they are shown at the lesser of acquisition
cost and liquidation value.
Physical assets in precious metals intended for conversion into cash are valued according to the lesser value
principle, while those used to cover commitments in the metals account are valued according to market prices.

Non-consolidated equity investments
Any minority stakes held by 20%-50% are shown in the financial statements according to the equity method.
The companies in which the Bank holds an equity investment of less than 20% of the voting shares or whose
sizes and operations do not have a significant impact on the Group, are shown in the financial statements at
acquisition price less depreciation and amortization as appropriate.

Fixed assets
Assets used for more than one reporting period and which are higher than the minimum activation limit are
shown in the balance sheet at acquisition cost less depreciation and amortization. Depreciation and amortization are applied according to the straight-line method and are estimated on the basis of the presumed
useful life of the assets according to conservative criteria.
Purchase of software and other intangible assets are carried in the balance sheet only if their useful life is
multi-year. Intangible assets developed in-house are not recognized on the balance sheet.
Every year the bank examines the consistency of the criteria adopted and, if necessary, deducts supplementary depreciation and amortization. Ordinary and supplementary depreciation and amortization are booked
under the income statement item “depreciation and amortization of fixed assets”.
The presumed useful life expected for the different categories of assets is set out below:
Real estate, including land
Other fixed assets
Information technology and other equipment

Up to
Up to
Up to

67 years
10 years
5 years

Any gains realized on sales of fixed assets are shown under the item “extraordinary revenues” and any
losses under the item “extraordinary expenses”.

Intangible assets
Goodwill
If an equity investment is acquired at a price higher than the net value of the assets taken over, the difference
is recognised as goodwill.
Amortization, calculated according to the straight-line method and the useful life of the asset (usually 5 years),
is recognised in the income statement.
At the end of each period, the real value of goodwill is in any case subject to an impairment test. If it proves
to be overvalued, supplemental amortization is recognised.

Employee pension funds
All employees at the Swiss parent company are members of two legally autonomous pension funds.
Foreign employees are subject to a professional pension required from local laws. In the absence of such
laws, voluntary pensions may be set up.
Premiums paid by the employer are recognised as staff expenses.
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Taxes
Current taxes are determined in accordance with legal provisions in force. They are booked in the income
statement of the period in which taxable earnings are generated.
Tax provisions set aside at year-end are booked under the liability item “accrued liabilities and deferred
income”. The tax effect of the time difference between the tax amount and the financial statement value of
the assets and contingent liabilities is booked as deferred taxes on the liability side of the balance sheet
under the item “value adjustments and provisions”.
Deferred taxes are calculated separately for each accounting period and for each tax entity based on tax
rates in effect at the time the annual financial statements are drawn up. Deferred tax credits on time differences or on losses carried forward are booked under the asset item “accrued interest and pre-paid expenses”
only if it is likely that they will be realized as a result of the future generation of sufficient taxable earnings.
Deferred tax credits and liabilities are offset only to the extent that they are attributable to the same tax
collection agency and only if this offsetting is permitted by law.

Contingent liabilities
These off-balance sheet transactions are booked at nominal value. Value adjustments and provisions are
made for all recognizable risks on a case-by-case basis as at the financial statement ending-date according
to the conservative principle.

Value adjustments and provisions
A single value adjustment and provision is made for all recognizable risks as at the financial statement ending-date according to the conservative principle.
Provisions no longer necessary for operating purposes and which are not used to constitute new provisions of
the same type are liquidated in favour of the income statement.
Individual provisions and value adjustments are used to directly decrease the value of the asset in question.
The tax provision includes only deferred taxes deriving from the difference between the financial statement
criteria adopted for drawing up the consolidated annual report and the individual financial statements.

Derivative financial instruments
All derivative financial instruments are shown at market value since they are strictly for trading purposes.
Positive and negative replacement values are booked under the balance sheet items “other assets” or “other
liabilities” as appropriate.
Market value is determined by market prices on an efficient and sufficiently liquid regulated stock exchange,
by sell prices offered by a market-maker or by prices calculated with the aid of a pricing model.
Offsetting in the balance sheet between positive and negative replacement values with the same counterparty is allowed only within the limits of legally valid offsetting agreements.
The realized or unrealized results from transactions with derivative instruments are shown under the item
“result from trading operations”.

Changes to the accounting, valuation, and presentation principles
The accounting and valuation principles applied to the annual report for the year-ending 31 December 2014
are the same as those applied in the previous year.

3. Information on the balance sheet
3.1 Breakdown of collateral loans and off-balance sheet transactions

(Amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Loans
Due from customers
Mortgages
– Residential real estate
– Trade and industrial property
Total loans
Previous year

Type of collateral
Other
Without
collateral
collateral

Mortgage
collateral

Total

3’023

119’365

24’621

147’009
122’701

102’740
19’961
125’724
112’115

119’365
91’002

24’621
20’380

269’710
223’497

6’788
6’788
6’776

557
2’266
2’823
2’722

7’345
2’266
9’611
9’498

(Amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Gross
amount

Estimated realizable value
of collateral

Net
amount

Specific
provisioning

Non-performing loans
Year under review
Previous year

3’886
7’329

310
3’765

3’576
3’564

3’576
3’462

Off-balance sheet transactions
Contingent liabilities
Irrevocable commitments
Total off-balance sheet transactions
Previous year

The diminishing of the non-performing loans gross amount and the decrease in value of the collateral are due to the compensation of
a Lombard Credit with relative warranties.

3.2 Securities and precious metal trading portfolios, financial investments and participations

(Amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Year under
review

Previous
year

2’843
2’246
701
5’790

1’802
1’249
384
3’435

Securities and precious metal trading portfolios
Interest bearing securities
Listed equities
Precious metals
Total securities and precious metal trading portfolios
Book
Value

Market
Value

(Amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Year under
review

Previous
year

Year under
review

Previous
year

Financial investments
Interest bearing securities to keep until maturity
Listed equities
Total financial investments
of which securities used in repurchase agreements, according to liquidity provisions

120’589
14’849
135’438
14’220

125’906
12’997
138’903
26’349

121’664
14’899
136’563

125’760
13’150
138’910

Year under
review

Previous
year

186
186

20
20

(Amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Non consolidated participations
Not listed
Total non consolidated participations
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3.3 Information on significant participations

Business
activities

Name and address

Fully consolidated companies
Imocentro SA, Lugano
Finrate SA, in liquidation, Lugano
Accademia SGR SpA, Milan
Sempione SIM SpA, Milan
Banca del Sempione (Overseas) Ltd., Nassau

Year under
review

Real Estate
Financial
Asset Management
Asset Management
Bank and Trust

CHF
CHF
EUR
EUR
CHF

Previous
year

Share capital

Interest in %

Interest in %

700'000
200'000
1'942'800
2'500'000
5'000'000

100.0
100.0
93.7
100.0
100.0

100.0
100.0
93.7
99.2
100.0

In 2014 Banca del Sempione SA has bought the last equity stake from third parties of Sempione SIM SPA and proceeded to liquidate BDS
Corporation Services LTD.

3.4 Fixed assets and participations

(Amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Historical
cost

Write-offs/
Accumulated
depreciation

Book
value
previous
year

Additions

70
70

50
50

20
20

166
166

50’136
28’555
78’691

21’001
25’729
46’730

29’135
2’826
31’961

177
1’356
1’533

1’802
1’802

1’673
1’673

129
129

Non-consolidated Participations
Other participations
Total non-consolidated participation
Fixed assets
Bank buildings
Others fixed assets
Total fixed assets
Intangible assests
Goodwill
Total intangible assests

Fire insurance value of real estate
Fire insurance value of other fixed assets

Commitments on outstanding leasing contracts

Change in
Write-offs/ the scope of
Disposals Depreciations consolidation

Book
value year
under
review

186
186

-759
-1’175
-1’934

28’553
3’007
31’560

-129
-129

48'078
7'955

199

3.5 Other assets and other liabilities
Year under review
(Amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Replacement value of derivative financial instruments
related to contracts negotiated for own account
Indirect taxes
Settlement accounts
Total

Previous year

Other
assets

Other
liabilities

Other
assets

Other
liabilities

33’786
301
1’749
35’836

34’268
2’541
2’445
39’254

17’796
299
837
18’932

17’420
2’635
2’353
22’408

Year under
review

Previous
year

2’003

4’789

11’499
13’502

5’603
10’392

Year under
review

Previous
year

4’445

2’424

3.6 Assets pledged or ceded to secure own liabilities and assets subject to ownership reservation

(Amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Type of securities and purpose of the deposit
Financial investment reserved for REPO transactions with the SNB (unused)
Receivables from banks and financial investment to cover mandatory margins
on derivative products (fully used)
Total

3.7 Liabilities to the pension fund of own staff

(Amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Balances in sight and time accounts of the Group foundation

Banca del Sempione SA has two pension plans for its staff members in Switzerland.
For the mandatory part, LPP, the Bank has opted for affiliation with the legally independent, Basel-based, Collective Pension Foundation.
In addition, employees are affiliated with the Banca del Sempione Pension Fund, managing only the optional (supplemental) part of the
professional pension plan.
Both Funds reinsure risks with a life insurance company, fully for the mandatory part, and only for the risk of decease and disability for
the supplemental part. The pension age is the same as that established by the AVS. In case of early retirement, the affiliate receives the
capital accumulated at that time (supplemental part).
According to the Swiss GAAP FER 16, at the end of the accounting period, as in the previous year, the Bank did not record any obligations
with the two pension funds since all the risks are reinsured and there are no financial risks in the supplemental part.
So the Bank receives neither a monetary advantage nor does it have coverage obligations. All the Bank’s financial obligations to the
pension Funds are fulfilled with the payment of the contributions.
Neither of the two Funds contain reserve contributions from the employer. The Banca del Sempione Pension Fund’s last audited annual
report (31 December 2013) showed a coverage rate of 132%.
Banca del Sempione (Overseas) Ltd. employees benefit from voluntary pension coverage through an independent entity. In this case
as well, the Bank’s commitment is limited to the payment of contributions.
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3.8 Value adjustements and provision

(Amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Provisions for deferred taxes

Previous
year

870
10’281
14’683

Total value adjustments and provisions

16’523

Total value adjustments
and provisions as per balance sheet
Reserves for general banking risks

New
allocation
charged
to income
statement

Reversal
credited
to income
statement

1’840

Value adjustments and provisions reserve
for loan losses (credit and country risks)
Value adjustments and provisions for other
business risks
Other provisions
Subtotal

less:
value adjustments directly netted with assets

Change in the
scope of
Specific
usage consolidation

Recoveries,
doubtful
interest,
exchange
differences

Year
under
review

1’840

3’532

5

109

3’646

-107
-107

-199
-194

78
187

-250

620
10’053
14’319

-107

-194

187

-250

16’159

-250

-3’462

-3’576

13’061
15’910

12’583
15’910

3.9 Statement of changes in shareholders’equity

Shareholders’equity, at beginning of year under review
Share capital
Reserves and retained earnings
Minority interests in shareholders’equity
Reserves for general banking risks
Net income
Total shareholders’equity, at the beginning of year under review (before profit distribution)
– Dividend
+ Variation in minority shareholdings in the equity capital
+ Foreign currency transactions and consolidation differences
+ Net income
Total shareholders’equity, at the end of year under review (before profit distribution)
Of which:
Share capital
Reserves and retained earnings
Minority interests in shareholders’equity
Reserves for general banking risks
Net income

(Amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

20’000
81’628
201
15’910
8’905
126’644
-5’000
-25
-104
7’246
128’761
20’000
85’429
176
15’910
7’246

3.10 Maturity structure of current assets and borrowed funds

Maturity

(Amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Current assets
Cash
Due from banks
Due from customers
Mortgages
Securities and precious metal
trading portfolios
Financial investments
Total current assets
Previous year
Borrowed funds
Due to banks

At sight

147’291
63’971
66

5’790
17’407
234’525
182’510

Within
Within
3 months 3–12 months

Within
12 months5 years

After
5 years

Real estate
to be sold

132’125
28’392

31’024
3’527
12’949

744
32’103

20’420

147’291
182’235
147’009
122’701

160’517
131’081

3’612
130’236
116’163

6’157
53’657
61’766

74’736
107’583
115’952

33’526
53’946
35’692

5’790
135’438
740’464
643’164

4’847
54’828

560’827
565’674
469’185

Total

87’240
10’547
28’837

4’847

Due to customers in saving
and investment accounts
Due to customers,
other
Total borrowed funds
Previous year

Redeemable
by notice

54’828
56’325

54’828
7’054
7’054
6’310

567’881
627’556
531’820

3.11 Related party transactions, loans to members of the Bank’s governing bodies

(Amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Year under
review

Previous
year

16’962
10’061
4’569

17’692
5’978
4’462

Due from related companies
Due to related companies
Loans and exposure to members of the bank’s governing bodies

Transactions with related parties
No significant transactions with affiliated entities were executed during the financial year. The conditions applied for banking services
are equivalent to those applied to primary customers. Members of the Bank’s governing bodies enjoy the same benefits made available
to all employees.
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3.12 Assets and liabilities by domestic and foreign origin
Year under review
(Amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Assets
Cash
Due from banks
Due from customers
Mortgages
Securities and precious metal trading portfolios
Financial investments
Non-consolidated participations
Fixed assets
Intangible assets
Accrued income and prepaid expenses
Other assets
Total assets
Liabilities
Due to banks
Due to customers in saving
and investment accounts
Due to customers, other
Accrued expenses and deferred income
Other liabilities
Valuation adjustments and provisions
Reserves for general banking risks
Share capital
Reserves and retained earnings
Minority interests in shareholders’equity
Net income
of which minority interests
Total liabilities

Previous year

Domestic

Foreign

Domestic

Foreign

147’276
52’482
22’656
104’843
786
1’950
20
31’327

15
129’753
124’353
17’858
5’004
133’488
166
233

110’318
44’416
18’317
105’532
391
2’035
20
31’662

6
122’589
97’432
2’216
3’044
136’868

3’540
34’776
399’656

524
1’060
412’454

2’782
18’354
333’827

299
129
762
578
363’923

262

4’585

964

10’179

51’870
242’323
3’224
38’358
12’282
15’910
20’000
74’929

2’958
325’558
732
896
301

53’092
182’045
3’037
21’550
12’833
15’910
20’000
73’750

3’233
282’307
780
858
228

5’141
464’299

10’500
176
2’105
2
347’811

2’884
386’065

7’878
201
6’021
13
311’685

3.13 Assets by countries/country group

Year under review
(Amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Switzerland
Other OECD countries
Other countries
Total assets with foreign countries
Total assets

Previous year

Amount CHF

Percentage %

Amount CHF

Percentage %

399’656
370’628
41’826
412’454
812’110

49
46
5
51
100

333’827
325’575
38’348
363’923
697’750

48
47
5
52
100

3.14 Balance sheet by currencies
Currency
(Amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Assets
Cash
Due from banks
Due from customers
Mortgages
Securities and precious metal trading portfolios
Financial Investments
Non-consolidated participations
Fixed assets
Intangible assets
Accrued income and prepaid expenses
Other assets
Total assets
Forward transactions and currency options
Total assets
Liabilities
Due to banks
Due to customers in saving
and investment accounts
Due to customers, other
Accrued expenses and deferred income
Other liabilities
Valuation adjustments and provisions
Reserves for general banking risks
Share capital
Reserves and retained earnings
Minority interests in shareholders’equity
Net income
of which minority interests
Total liabilities
Forward transactions and currency options
Total liabilities
Net positions per currency

CHF

USD

EUR

Other

Total

140’959
10’132
28’705
104’843
556
17’564
186
31’505

318
52’427
16’638

5’919
90’619
100’728
17’858
3’124
64’482

95
29’057
938

147’291
182’235
147’009
122’701
5’790
135’438
186
31’560

838
53’392

1’272

55

-12
1’573
336’011
508’123
844’134

438
7’275
131’326
893’935
1’025’261

2’821
7’611
293’217
1’560’444
1’853’661

817
19’377
51’556
1’425’693
1’477’249

4’064
35’836
812’110
4’388’195
5’200’305

157

1’588

1’757

1’345

4’847

92’072
62
7’814

271’764
618
7’713
9’967

25’429
708
19’826

54’828
178’616
2’568
3’901
2’616
15’910
20’000
85’429
7’194
371’219
480’905
852’124
-7’990

101’536
923’937
1’025’473
-212

176
52
2
292’047
1’557’101
1’849’148
4’513
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4. Information on off-balance sheet transactions
4.1 Contingent liabilities

(Amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Contingent liabilities
Guarantees and similar instruments issued
Irrevocable commitments arising from documentary credits
Total contingent liabilities

Year under
review

Previous
year

7’345

6’781
515
7’296

7’345

4.2 Outstanding derivative instruments
Positive
replacement
(Amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Foreign exchange
Forward contracts
Options (OTC)
Total
Previous year

Negative

value

replacement
value

Contract
volumes

17’227
16’559
33’786
17’796

17’725
16’543
34’268
17’420

1’958’856
2’429’339
4’388’195
4’128’591

Year under
review

Previous
year

9’222
929
10’151

12’097
6’230
18’327

Year under
review

Previous
year

876’287
758’183
2’005’654
3’640’124
508’531
-10’559

1’028’604
827’514
1’821’713
3’677’831
554’878
104’851

4.3 Fiduciary transactions

(Amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Fiduciary transactions
Fiduciary deposits with third banks
Fiduciary loans
Total fiduciary transactions

4.4 Assets under control

(Amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Type of Assets under control
Assets in funds managed by the Group
Assets under management
Other Assets under control
Total Assets under control (including assets consolidated two times)
Of which double counting
Net new money

The managed assets include all the equity for which the Bank receives commission and/or fees in addition to the safe custody and account
charges. The Bank does not hold assets which could be considered as “custody only”.
The net inflow includes all the incoming and outgoing liquidity and securities transfers during the year, according to the valuation on
the day of the transfer and excluding interest, charges and commission.

5. Information on the income statement
5.1 Result from trading operations

(Amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Foreign exchange and banknotes
Precious metals
Securities
Total result from trading operations

Year under
review

Previous
year

3’490
34
78
3’602

4’153
-55
79
4’177

Year under
review

Previous
year

858
15’264
1’849
1’407
758
20’136

922
15’156
1’892
1’473
933
20’376

Year under
review

Previous
year

1’624
2’207
4’434
8’265

1’601
2’065
5’219
8’885

5.2 Personnel expenses

(Amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Group companies organs
Salaries and wages
AVS, AI, IPG and other contributions required by law
Pension foundation contributions
Other personnel expenses
Total personnel expenses

5.3 Other operating expenses

(Amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Premises expenses
Information technology, machinery, fixtures and fittings, vehicles and other equipment
Other operating expenses
Total operating expenses

5.4 Extraordinary income and costs

The extraordinary income has been generated by dissolution of previous provisions no longer economically necessary.

5.5 Revaluation of fixed assets to a level exceeding acquisition value (art. 665 and 665a CO)

No company included within the scope of consolidation has carried out revaluations.
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5.5 Revenues and expenses from ordinary banking operations broken down according to the domicile of operations
(Switzerland or abroad)
Year under rewiew
(Amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Result from interest activities
Interest and discount income
Interest and dividend income on trading portfolios
Interest and dividend income on financial investments
Interest expense
Net interest income (subtotal)

Result from commission and service fee activities
Commission income on lending activities
Commission income on securities and investment activities
Commission income on other services
Commission expenses
Result from commission and service fee activities (subtotal)
Result from trading operations

Other ordinary results
Results from the sale of financial investments
Income from non-consolidated participations
Real estate income
Other ordinary income
Other ordinary expenses
Total operating expenses (subtotal)
Total income

Operating expenses
Personnel expenses
Other operating expenses
Total operating expenses (subtotal)
Gross Profit

Previous year

Switzerland

Abroad

Switzerland

Abroad

3’173
114
2’421
-379
5’329

507

470

114
-191
430

2’751
79
2’546
-318
5’058

148
-136
482

85
20’018
2’037
-1’778
20’362

14
9’440
383
-935
8’902

63
18’088
2’143
-1’852
18’442

16
13’360
545
-932
12’989

3’270

332

3’698

479

473
4
750
33
-336
924

5
45

-14

37
-28
59

440
11
743
1
-25
1’170

21
-33
-26

29’885

9’723

28’368

13’924

-15’951
-5’991
-21’942

-4’185
-2’274
-6’459

-16’299
-6’453
-22’752

-4’077
-2’432
-6’509

7’943

3’264

5’616

7’415

Year under
review

Previous
year

1’710
1’710

-7
1’279
1’272

5.6 Taxes

(Amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Release of provisions for deferred taxes
Taxes on current income
Total taxes

6. Eligible capital and required capital

(Amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Year under
review

Previous
Year

Eligible capital (less countercyclical buffer)

121’014

117’339

Credit risk
Risk without counterparty
Market risk
Operational risk
Required capital

28’876
2’525
1’514
6’153
39’068

26’139
2’554
1’638
6’069
36’400

Tier 1 ratio

24.8%

25.8%

The figures have been calculated on the basis of the new provisions on the bank’s own capital (Basel III) by applying the international
standard approach (AS-BRI).
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The wisdom of the territory

Ancient times left behind signs and knowledge, which still today leave traces in nature, culture and work.
If the first inhabitants of the Canton of
Ticino and Val d’Ossola dedicated these
areas to agriculture and sheep farming as
far back as the 1st Millennium B.C., as time
went by many skills and cultures were preserved, such as crafts involving carpentry,
stone masonry, metalworking and wool.
While others grew, to exploit the natural
resources of the region, to pursue modernity and to follow art and memory.
Banca del Sempione has always dialogued with all expressions of the economy, trade and culture, so that local families and businesses can always rely on the
instruments and resources indispensable
for growth.

From Basodino to Val d’Ossola

Culture and
nature on the
Lepontine Alps

The 3,273 meters high Basodino is the highest peak
in the Alpine region of Ticino and Verbano, or Lepontine Alps. From its impressive glacier, the largest
and one of the most studied of the country, the water that melts in the summer flows into the hydroelectric reservoir of the Robièi dam at its feet which
satisfies the requirements of 250 thousand domestic
economies. It is the largest energy producer in Ticino and one of the most important in Switzerland.
A common historical culture, that of the Leponts,
is identified with the mountainous chain dividing
Switzerland from Italy and the Maggia valley
(Ticino) from the Toce valley (Piedmont).
They established their capital in the current Domodossola and inhabited Ticino and Valle d’Ossola from 1000 B.C. They experienced a considerable cultural and economic development linked to
agriculture, sheep farming and the control of the
trading traffic through the alpine passes linked to
the plains of Lombardy.
But Ticino and Ossola do not only have agriculture
and sheep farming in common. They also share the
rye straw processing industry which underwent
strong development starting from the 16th century.
Many inhabitants of the Onsernone valley used to
travel to the Piedmontese markets. The exchanges,
which lasted for three centuries, produced wealth
that can still be seen today in the distinguished
Seventeenth and Eighteenth century buildings of
the region. When the straw market went into recession, the valleys emptied in the Twentieth century.
After that there was a second artistic and cultural
renaissance, thanks to the charm of a landscape
that enjoys sunshine the whole year round and its
amazing silence and tranquillity thanks to the absence of any main roads.
The nature of the region, with its spectacular
views, wild landscapes, thick forests and steep
valleys, inspired numerous thinkers and artists
above all from the German-speaking area.

We can speak of a certain “southern magnetism”
at the feet of the Alps to which we owe now
widely recognised places and events of culture,
art, exchange and tourism: from the mythical
“Monte Verità” of Ascona, which was an oasis for
alternative life; to the historic Locarno “International Film Festival”, one of the most prestigious
in the world; from the Vigezzina “valley of the
painters” that seduced famous portrait and landscape painters; to the famous Fine Arts School of
Santa Maria Maggiore.
The communications’ artery from the Camedo-Ponte Ribellasca border pass, or along the
tracks of the picturesque “Vigezzina” or “Centovallina” railway is perhaps considered “secondary” but is unique in its kind: it takes the
visitor through the wild precipices above Locarno to the gentle slopes leading to Domodossola,
a town that has not cancelled the traditions
which, through local handicrafts, are more alive
than ever, and has not stood in the way of dynamism and innovation.

Previous page:
The snow-covered Basodino glacier
From the top in sequence:
The thatched roofs of the village of Centocampi,
on the Caviano mountains
A view of the audience and the screen
during the 66th Locarno Film Festival
Page to the right in sequence:
Hands at work at the Peccia school of sculpture
A view of Bosco Gurin, a place famous
for the Walser tradition
Following page:
A train of the Centovalli Railway at Trontano

The Locarno area is one of the Ticino regions
with the highest concentration of artisans: stone,
wood, metal and wool are all materials of a valuable and well-known art, so much so that they are
part of ambitious valorisation projects. The
School of sculpture in Peccia and the Onsernonese Museum of Loco, with its rich historical-ethnographic heritage, are proof of it. In 2015
the final constitution of the National Park of the
Locarno area will also be voted, while within
2017 the local authorities intend to launch the
“Basodino 3,272” development project for the
creation of an agricultural centre.
The Ossola valley is home to as many as four natural parks, three regional and one national, including lakes, caves, spas, one of the most spectacular
waterfalls (the Toce) in the Alps and the Sacri
Monti (Sacred Mountains) protected by Unesco.
Cultural policy includes, for example, Sixteenth
century Palazzo Silva in Domodossola, the museums dedicated to the Walser culture of Formazza
and Macugnaga, the latter being the headquarters
of the only gold mine visible in Europe.
The peripheral, densely wooded Lepontine region
of Basodino, rich in water, but none the less projected towards the future, dominates the area.
Strategic authorities such as the Regional Development Authority of the Locarno area and Maggia
valley, and the Ossola Regional Territorial Plan, intend to expand opportunities far beyond the tourism, commerce and services that characterise them.
The Locarno area which has already successfully
attracted international high-tech businesses to its

industrial canton zone, will become a hub for the
audio-visual and sports sectors. The Ossola valley,
the survivor of a glorious industrial past due to its
easily available energy sources, plans to focus to a
greater extent on research, the transfer of technologies and renewable energies, through European
projects (“CAPACities”) and centres of competence such as the Tecnoparco (“Techno park”) of
Lake Maggiore. Therefore, these two regions have
too many points in common for us not to be able to
see a joint and synergetic future.
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2. Other activities of the Group
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Banca del Sempione (Overseas) Ltd.

ACCADEMIA SGR SpA

The Company
Accademia SGR is an asset-management company specialised in managing real estate funds. Based in Milan, it combines the international
experience accumulated in real estate and the asset management business by Banca del Sempione Group with real estate experience gained
in the Italian market, particularly Milan and Rome. Directly managed by the company, with the advice of real estate industry experts, the
Funds offer investors the necessary comfort of the guarantees afforded by a strict control structure under Italian law.
Investment Philosophy
Accademia SGR is an asset management company specialising in reserved closed-end real estate funds, offering its clients the opportunity
to invest in an ideal instrument for transforming savings into a real, profitable, and safe investment, with an attractive yield, far from securities market fluctuations because of real estate value growth over time and solid income. Since these funds are mainly reserved for “qualified
investors” and are subscribed by a limited number of investors, Accademia SGR may allow the investor a high degree of transparency and
customisation including the right to speak and of veto in some decisions regarding management of the fund in compliance with applicable
laws. The Company, therefore, provides its clients with customised management services. The main advantages linked to real estate management via real estate funds are in particular: asset securitisation, debt deconsolidation, professional property management and the separation
between characteristic company business and real estate management.
Types of investors
Accademia SGR addresses a restricted number of “Qualified Investors”, with experience in real estate investments and willing to delegate
management of their assets to participate in real estate transactions in association with other parties having the same qualifications.
Qualified Investor is defined in Italian Decree N. 228 of 24 May 1999. “Qualified Investors” include institutional investors and both legal
entities and natural persons, having specific skills and experience in the fund’s investment sector. It is possible to transfer one’s real
estate assets to a fund that the SGR then professionally manages and increases in value or to invest a part of one’s liquid assets in shares
of a real estate fund which already contains properties, with the objective of diversifying risk and of indirectly and partially owning real
estate. Investors can therefore secure an attractive yield, even in the current market scenario, compared to other traditional forms of
stock market investment. In addition to reserved real estate funds, Accademia SGR also offers appealing opportunities for investing in
funds with a wide base of participation of institutional clients interested in differentiating their investments in shares of funds specialised in particular business areas including shopping centres, sports facilities, residential and service-sector real estate assets.
Types of funds
Our SGR mainly deals in the following types of funds:
Real estate
investment may be in real estate assets, real estate rights, and/or equity investments in real estate companies, i.e. in companies that
appraise, buy, sell, and manage real estate, including related businesses, or construction;
Closed-end
the fund regulations set the timetable and procedures for underwriting shares and their duration; the investor has the option of early
redemption of the shares only through a specific resolution by the SGR’s board of directors;
Reserved
investment is restricted to certain “qualified investors”, defined in the fund’s regulations in the framework of Italian law (see above paragraph). This type of fund allows for the initial identification of the investors and exemptions from investment diversification standards
prescribed by the Bank of Italy for most mutual funds.
Capitalisation Method
Interested investors may underwrite shares in the real estate fund through:
call
investors are committed to the SGR, for a certain period and a pre-set amount, to underwrite capital depending on the fund’s needs
upon the SGR’s demands;
contribution
subject to agreement with the SGR, investors have the faculty of underwriting shares in the fund, transferring not money but “assets” in
accordance with the investment criteria prescribed in the regulations (real estate, real estate rights, and equity investments in real estate
companies).

Contribution Procedure
Each fund that Accademia SGR manages has Regulations approved by the Company’s Board of Directors and subsequently notified to the
Bank of Italy.
The contributed assets are transferred at a value appraised by independent experts. The transferring party is liable for any tax charges
deriving from the difference between the transfer value and the balance-sheet or acquisition value. Such charges cannot be debited to
the fund. The investor receives shares in the fund whose recognised tax value is the transfer value. To avoid issuing fragmented shares
but rather shares with an entire unit value, the transferring party may be asked for an adjustment in cash. A real estate fund may include
both income properties as well as developing properties.
Prudential Regulations
By law, real estate funds may take on loans up to:
- 60% of the value of the real estate, real property rights, and equity investments in real estate companies;
- 20% of the other assets.
In detail, Bank of Italy provision of 20 September 1999 recites that for funds reserved for “Qualified Investors”: “The regulations may
contain prudential clauses other than those generally established by this provision” and, again: “This provision may be derogated from,
in full or in part, provided that the regulations must clearly state the particular nature of the fund and define in detail the investment
policy pursued and any limits or prohibitions posed on investment (see chapter II, section 1, of Bank of Italy provision 20 September
1999). Accademia SGR is also authorised by Bank of Italy to manage speculative real estate funds, whose maximum leverage level may
exceed 60% of the value of the real estate and equity investments.
Fund Duration
The fund duration may be a maximum of 50 years, except in case of early liquidation of the investment (and cash payment to investors
for their shares in the fund) taking place over the life of the fund.
As at today, therefore, Accademia SGR manages nine real estate funds with total assets under management amounting to about Euro 340
million.
In order to offer its clients quality and customised services, over the years, Accademia SGR has strengthened its organisation which now
comprises real estate industry and asset management professionals. The company is therefore now able to profitably manage its real
estate funds and provide its clients with adequate and thorough real estate advisory services on properties located in Italy and abroad,
resorting, if necessary, to the support of well-known real estate experts.

Accademia SGR SpA
Piazza Borromeo 14
I – 20123 Milan
Tel. +39 02 36 567 003
Fax +39 02 36 567 183
www.accademiasgr.it
Auditor Deloitte & Touche SpA, Milan
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BASE Investments SICAV

In the Grand-Duchy of Luxembourg, Banca del Sempione is the sponsor of BASE Investments SICAV (the “SICAV”), an open-end investment
company established on 29 May 2001 and registered in the official list of Undertakings for Collective Investment pursuant to the Law of
17 December 2010, Section I.
The company is organised according to the multi sub-funds, multi-manager principle. The sub-funds are characterised by specific investment objectives and various types of risk, thus offering investors the advantage of being able to choose among different investment
categories.
BASE Investments SICAV aims to preserve capital, increase assets, and provide investors with a diversified investment portfolio. The
ideal minimum investment period is 2-3 years, depending on the features of the individual sub-funds.
BASE Investments SICAV, a self-managed company until December 2013, was taken over by Luxembourg company MDO Management
Company SA, following approval by the CSSF authority. Banca del Sempione SA continues in its own roles of sponsor and investment
manager of all sub-funds, also assuming responsibility as Global Distributor.
The SICAV’s investment managers are selected based on their professional and organisational skills with the aim of applying the most
modern fund management techniques. Not only does such approach offer different investment methods, it also reduces overall investment
risk, with a view to achieving the best results for investors.
Starting from the principle that the SICAV’s various sub-funds are invested in transferable securities, where cash is used on an ancillary
basis, the company carefully picks the markets it wants to operate in, focusing mainly on three asset classes (equity, bond, and monetary), following the specific approaches of the sub-funds, listed below:

BASE Investments SICAV – Equities USA
The objective of this Sub-Fund is to outperform the Standard & Poor’s 500 Index, in the long term, mainly investing in shares of companies domiciled in the United States or that generate the bulk of their turnover in the United States.
BASE Investments SICAV – Equities Switzerland
The objective of this Sub-Fund is to outperform the SLI Index, in the long term, mainly investing in shares of companies domiciled in
Switzerland or that generate the bulk of their turnover in Switzerland.
BASE Investments SICAV – Equities Europe
The objective of this Sub-Fund is to outperform the EUROSTOXX 50 Index, in the long term, mainly investing in shares of companies
domiciled in Continental Europe and the United Kingdom (including all EU and Scandinavian countries, as well as Switzerland) or that
generate the bulk of their turnover in Continental Europe and the United Kingdom.
BASE Investments SICAV – Equities Asia
The objective of this Sub-Fund is to seek capital preservation and appreciation over time, investing mainly in shares of companies domiciled in Asia or those that generate the bulk of their turnover in Asia.
Base Investments SICAV - I.D.E.A.
The investment objective of this Sub-Fund is to outperform the 30% increase in the DJ STOXX 600 Index, over the long term (3 to 5
years), mainly investing in shares. The Sub-Fund aims to develop the alpha coefficient of its individual shares and features low volatility.
BASE Investments SICAV – Bonds VALUE
The objective of this Sub-Fund is to outperform an index composed of Citigroup EUROBIG All Eurobig (80%) and JPM CASH EUR 3 Months
(20%), with a time horizon of 3 years, mainly investing in fixed-income securities, having a rating of at least BBB- according to the
Standard & Poor’s rating system (or an equivalent rating assigned by a different rating agency).
The Sub-Fund may invest up to 15% of its total net assets in non-investment grade bonds.
BASE Investments SICAV – Bond USD
The objective of this Sub-Fund is to outperform the SSB EuroDollar Index, with a time horizon of three years, mainly investing in USD–
denominated fixed-income securities, having a rating of at least BBB- according to the Standard & Poor’s rating system (or an equivalent
rating assigned by another rating agency).

BASE Investments SICAV – Bond CHF
The objective of this Sub-Fund is to outperform an index composed of SBI FOREIGN RATING AAA TOTAL RETURN (80%) and JPMORGAN
CASH INDEX CHF 3 MONTHS (20%), with a time horizon of three years, mainly investing in CHF–denominated fixed-income securities
having a rating of at least BBB- according to the Standard & Poor’s rating system (or an equivalent rating assigned by another rating
agency).
BASE Investments SICAV – Bonds Multicurrency
The objective of this Sub-Fund is to outperform the 3-month Euribor Index +1% with a time horizon of three years, mainly investing in
fixed-income securities denominated in EUR having a rating of at least BBB- assigned by S&P’s (or equivalent). The remaining portion of
the sub-fund’s total assets may consist of cash with diversification among currencies made through term deposits or investment in derivatives, such as forward contracts and repurchase agreements, currency swaps and currency options.
BASE Investments SICAV – Flexible Low Risk Exposure
The objective of this Sub-Fund is to outperform an index consisting of JP Morgan Global Govt. Bond EMU LC. (60%), MTS Italy BOT exBank (30%) and FTSE EUROTOP 100 Index (10%), with a time horizon of three years, mainly investing in any type of fixed-income transferable security having a rating of at least BBB- according to S&P’s or an equivalent rating agency.
The sub-fund may also invest up to 20% of its total assets in non-investment grade bonds, shares, other equity market securities, units
or shares issued by Undertakings for Collective Investment investing in shares or non-investment grade bonds.
BASE Investments SICAV – Short Term
The objective of this Sub-Fund is to outperform the JPM CASH EUR 03 MONTHS Index, mainly investing in fixed- or floating-rate
securities, such that the average time to maturity of the securities included in the portfolio does not exceed twelve months.
Base Investment SICAV – Euro Hedging
The objective of this Sub-Fund is to provide an investment instrument linked to the money and bond market invested outside the
European currency. It is therefore a product that implies a preliminary choice by the investor aiming at diversifying a part of his/her/its
assets in the currency sense. The investment manager, which must invest at least 85% of the Sub-fund’s assets outside the Euro, is left
the task of choosing the best allocation from the foreign currencies exchanged in international markets.
Base Investments SICAV - Lepton
The investment objective of this Sub-Fund is to achieve an absolute return mainly investing in other funds with a time horizon for the
investor of 24 months. The funds included in its portfolio shall be compliant with UCITS IV directive. The value of each individual fund
shall not exceed 20% of the sub-fund’s net assets. Lepton may also invest in other sub-funds of BASE INVESTMENT SICAV. The selection
of the investment shall be based on a steady analysis of the target funds with close attention to the development of the funds industry.
The target funds shall adopt liquid investment strategies in order for redemption frequencies to be consistent with the Sub-fund’s.

BASE Investments SICAV
20, Boulevard Emmanuel Servais
L – 2535 Luxembourg
www.basesicav.lu

Auditor PricewaterhouseCoopers, Luxembourg
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Sempione SIM SpA

The company is active in asset management, investment advisory, and securities brokerage in general. It is geared towards clients who demand
proven asset management skill based on the principles of reliability and common sense, typical of all Banca del Sempione Group companies.
In 2014 Banca del Sempione SA became Sempione SIM’s sole shareholder.
Sempione SIM also aims to be a major independent advisor: based on the Mifid-compliant “Feeonly4you” advisory platform, it can support
clients who want to place their assets with a plurality of asset managers, professionally and independently guiding them in their investment decisions.
Sempione S.I.M. has also proven itself as a counterparty in the distribution of BASE INVESTMENT Luxembourg SICAV products in Italy,
approved for sale by Italian authorities.
Customisation
Customisation means continuously interacting with the client, through direct contact, pursuing the development of investment decisions
so that that they are consistent with expectations.
Professionalism
Sempione SIM provides its clients with products and services managed by industry professionals who constantly seek opportunities on international markets and highly diversified investments. Without prejudice to these general principles, in light of financial market difficulties,
the company attaches significant importance to currency trading which also is a distinct business in the Italian financial industry.
Research
Management, advisory and order taking are appropriately aided by sources of recognised skill at the national and international level and by
coordinated in-house analysis that independently evaluates management decisions, favouring dynamic, innovative, and transparent trading.
Safety
Through a series of agreements with top banks, Sempione SIM guarantees its clients clear separation between client assets deposited in
trading accounts and assets under management by the SIM by virtue of mandates received.

Sempione SIM Società di Intermediazione
Legal, operating, and administrative offices
Via M. Gonzaga, 2
I – 20123 Milan
Tel. +39 02 30 30 35 1
Fax +39 02 30 30 35 22/24
www.sempionesim.it
Auditor Deloitte & Touche SpA, Milano

Mobiliare SpA
Lecco Branch
Piazza Lega Lombarda, 3 | 4th floor, staircase A
I – 23900 Lecco
Tel. +39 0341 36 97 06
Fax. +39 0341 37 06 30

Banca del Sempione (Overseas) Ltd.

Banca del Sempione’s mission to serve its clients and explore new opportunities and trading possibilities for them was furthered
in early 2000 with the opening of Banca del Sempione (Overseas) Ltd., domiciled in Nassau, Bahamas and wholly-owned by the
Swiss parent.
This Caribbean archipelago of islands and especially Nassau its capital, are today considered one of the world’s major financial centers
with around 250 banks. Through constantly updating its infrastructure and with highly restrictive anti-money laundering regulations,
The Bahamas has over time earned the reputation of being the Switzerland of the Caribbean.
Banca del Sempione (Overseas) Ltd., has been able to participate in this context and today it is an independent operation within the
Group, with a deep commitment to asset management and the offering of financial and estate planning services.
Thanks to the recruitment of additional staff with specialist skills and training, the bank is better equipped with the tools needed to
protect its customers in an extremely complex environment while ensuring that the products it manages remain of the utmost quality.
Considerable attention has continued to be paid to significantly developing emerging areas within business activities.

Banca del Sempione (Overseas) Ltd.
George House, George Street
Nassau, The Bahamas
Tel. +1 242 322 80 15
Fax +1 242 356 20 30
Swift code: BASE BSNS

Auditor

PricewaterhouseCoopers, Nassau
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Innovation and memory

Lakes, mountain passes, peaks and paths, in
a surprising natural environment that has
inspired art, meditation and study.
The Lugano area, however, is not only this.
It is also a natural bridge. It has been, over
the years, through the link of its past traditions with the current economic fabric and
the professions of the future. It continues to
be, in space: thanks to the historical trade
between the Swiss regions and Northern
Italy. Banca del Sempione also moves along
these axes of time and space and of culture
and economic development. Committed,
from the beginning, to supporting the Ticino economy and fostering trade, the coming
together of people and common interests
between Italy and Switzerland.

The Tamaro and Lema mountains

History and
geography,
between
Switzerland
and Italy

To compare Mount Tamaro to a Greek mountain with a very similar name, which was the site
of the most ancient oracle dedicated to Zeus, allows us to let our imagination and emotions flow.
The last ice age made deep depressions forming
the shining lakes of today, to which we owe rich
almost Mediterranean vegetation. The region
was inhabited by the Insubrians starting from the
5th century B.C. and was then invaded by the
Roman Empire. Tamaro is “naturally” twinned
with Mount Lema also found in Ticino but which
looks out over Italy, via a spectacular link. Tamaro and Lema, as part of the Varese, or western
Lugano, Pre-Alpine region, were therefore at
the centre of the Roman empire and became
strategic passes in the splendid network of imperial roads. Historians prudently state that Tamaro and Lema may have followed part of the natural border of the Empire, i.e. indicating the
division between Italy and ancient Rezia (a partially Swiss province).
Mount Tamaro is not only the highest peak in
the Pre-Alps, at an altitude of 1,967 meters above sea level, but primarily it is a symbol of
cross-border union and friendship, as it joins the
Canton of Ticino to the province of Varese with
Lema. It is difficult not to be moved by the splendid view enjoyed from the summits, only just a
stone’s throw from the modern lively city of Lugano: from the top of the two mountains to the
lake on the valley floor, the past and the future
live together, the latter being primarily made of
innovation, science and culture.
The “Tecnopolo Ticino” (Ticino Techno hub) is
an example of coordinated economic development in the Lugano region: to date it has facilitated the setting up of about 30 innovative high
added value start-ups. Lugano is also synony-

mous with “Piz Daint”, the most powerful computer in Europe in operation at the Swiss National Supercomputing Centre, a federal structure
attached to Zurich Polytechnic to which we owe,
for example, complex calculations for weather
forecasts. In 2015, the new multi-functional Lugano Art and Culture Centre (Lac) will be the
hub between the north and south of Europe where Swiss and European visual and scenic arts and
concerts, temporary exhibitions and permanent
collections await to excite their visitors.
Discovery and emotions, just like Tamaro and
Lema. It is not a coincidence that the two promontories are defined as an “Alpine super-group”
whose scenic beauty includes them amount the
best in the area between Germany, Austria
and Switzerland. A beauty which has even given rise to veneration and mysticism. What else could the famous church of S. Maria degli
Angeli be, on the summit of Tamaro, designed
by Mario Botta and decorated with frescoes by
Enzo Cucchi, one of the major exponents of
“Italian Trans-avantgarde”?

The beauty of Lema influenced writers, poets and
artists during Nineteenth-century Romanticism and
then those in the Twentieth century, including the
writer Piero Chiara who was born in Luino and praised its “curva aerea” (aerial curve), or the writer
from Varese Franco Buffoni who saw it “conficcato
nel suono della pietra” (thrust into the sound of stone). At the feet of Lema even an emblematic figure
such as “Nyanatiloka Mahathera”, the German pioneer of Buddhism in Europe and one of the first ever
western monks, found serenity.
The track between the two peaks, only nine kilometres long, has become one of the local and international treks not to be missed. It lasts at the
most five hours, is of average difficulty and can
be travelled in both directions, starting from Rivera by gondola or from Miglieglia by a cable car
that was funded by a countess, the then owner of
some grazing land on the peak. The visitor climbs along peaks always at an altitude of between
1,500 and 1,900 meters, halfway between the two
slopes, halfway between the two worlds, something that makes the experience unique. On
clear days you get a view of the Lombardy Plain
to the central-northern part of Lake Maggiore,
from the Valais, Bernese and Grison Alps to the
town of Lugano and Lake Ceresio.
In terms of its conformation, Lema is the largest,
most panoramic peak of Italian Switzerland, with
an altitude of 1,624 meters above sea level, and an
important nature oasis of beech trees, firs and larches, interspersed with numerous perfectly sign-posted paths. The mountain is not only attractive from the point of view of nature and
sports, but is also home to an astronomical observatory, a weather station, herds of Scottish cows
and ancient iron mines. Huge meadows lead to
the attractive villages of the Malcantone.

On the Italian side, the Benedictine monastery
of Santissima Trinità, Alpe Pianello from which
you descend to Cinque Vie, and Val Veddasca,
where, from Medieval times, communities used
to climb in pilgrimage to the Sacred Mount offering cheese and receiving some coins and wine, are noteworthy. With its fourteen chapels
dedicated to the mysteries of the rosary, it is
part of the nine historical-religious testimonies
of very great value of the Sacred Mounts of
Piedmont and Lombardy, a Unesco world heritage site since 2003.

Two previous pages:
The arrival station of the cable car and
the weather station on Mount Lema
Page to the left in sequence:
Santa Maria degli Angeli church with
hands designed by the artist Enzo Cucchi
One of the numerous lakes along
the Tamaro-Lema route
From the top in sequence:
Inside the astronomical observatory
on Mount Lema
The Cray XC30 super-computer, better
known as Piz Daint, at the Swiss National
Super-Computing Centre in Lugano
Following page:
The brand new LAC (Lugano Art and
Culture), the future artistic and cultural
hub of the region
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BALANCE SHEET AT 31.12.2014

(Amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Assets
Cash
Due from banks
Due from customers
Mortgages
Securities and precious metal trading portfolios
Financial investments
Participations
Fixed assets
Accrued income and prepaid expenses
Other assets
Total assets
Total subordinated assets
Total due from Group entities
and significant shareholders
Liabilities
Due to banks
Due to customers in saving and investment accounts
Due to customers, others
Accrued expenses and deferred income
Other liabilities
Value adjustments and provisions
Share capital
General legal reserve
Other reserves
Retained earnings
Net income
Total liabilities
Total due to Group entities
and significant shareholders
Off-balance sheet transactions
Contingent liabilities
Irrevocable commitments
Derivative financial instruments
– Contracts volumes
– Positive replacement values
– Negative replacement values
Fiduciary transactions

Year under
review

Previous
year

147’276
82’342
139’179
136’601
5’790
127’267
18’674
12’720
3’438
34’776
708’063
526

110’318
78’404
109’710
121’748
3’435
129’336
19’386
12’646
2’740
18’310
606’033

36’958
3’938
29’469
14’853
2’355
-2’069
-712
74
698
16’466
102’030
526

19’433

22’401

-2’968

33’988
54’828
451’541
3’019
38’358
28’192
20’000
35’000
35’000
476
7’661
708’063

34’947
56’325
366’213
2’811
21’518
28’743
20’000
34’500
34’000
1’300
5’676
606’033

-959
-1’497
85’328
208
16’840
-551
500
1’000
-824
1’985
102’030

41’156

44’249

-3’093

7’345
2’266

7’296
2’202

49
64

4’412’304
34’074
34’270
9’980

4’142’258
17’787
17’504
18’163

270’046
16’287
16’766
-8’183

Change

INCOME STATEMENT 2014

Year under
review

Previous
year

Change

3’432
114
2’413
-476
5’483

3’006
79
2’536
-371
5’250

426
35
-123
-105
233

85
20’265
2’548
-1’778
21’120

63
18’240
2’894
-1’852
19’345

22
2’025
-346
74
1’775

Result from trading operations

3’270

3’698

-428

Other ordinary results
Results from the sale of financial investments
Participation income
Real estate income
Other ordinary income
Other ordinary expenses
Other ordinary results

473
3’023
127
33
-336
3’320

440
3’046
128
1
-25
3’590

33
-23
-1
32
-311
-270

33’193

31’883

1’310

-15’951
-6’853
-22’804

-16’299
-7’279
-23’578

348
426
774

10’389

8’305

2’084

10’389
-1’346
-132
8’911

8’305
-1’311
-402
6’592

2’084
-35
270
2’319

250

34

216

-1’500
7’661

-950
5’676

-550
1’985

(Amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

REVENUES AND EXPENSES FROM ORDINARY BANKING ACTIVITIES
Result from interest activities
Interest and discount income
Interest and dividend income on trading portfolios
Interest and dividend income on financial investments
Interest expense
Net interest income
Result from commission and service fee activities
Commission income on lending activities
Commission income on securities and investment transactions
Commission income on other services
Commission expenses
Result from commission and service fee activities

Net revenues
Operating expenses
Personnel expenses
Other operating expenses
Total operating expenses
Gross Profit

NET INCOME
Gross Profit
Depreciation of fixed assets
Value adjustments, provisions and losses
Intermediate result
Extraordinary income
Extraordinary costs
Taxes
Net income

Banca del Sempione SA
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Appropriation of retained earnings

(Amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Net income
Retained earnings
Total

Year under
review

Previous
year

Change

7’661
476
8’137

5’676
1’300
6’976

1’985
-824
1’161

500
1’000
5’000
1’637

500
1’000
5’000
476

1’161

Proposal for appropriation on retained earnings

Allocation to general legal reserve
Allocation to other reserves
Dividend
To be brought forward

NOTES TO THE 2014 FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

1. Illustration of the Bank’s business operations and organization
Banca del Sempione SA’s business areas and risk management operations do not differ from those of the Group.
As at 31 December 2014, the Bank had 111 employees on its books, equating to 107.3 full-time positions
(previous year: 111 employees, equating respectively to 107.1 positions).

2. Accounting principles and valuation criteria
The accounting principles and valuation criteria adopted in drawing up the parent company’s financial
statements are in compliance with the provisions of the Code of Obligations, Swiss banking law, and
the rulings issued by FINMA.
Such principles and criteria mostly coincide with those applied to the drawing up of the Group’s financial
statements, the only exception being related to a different valuation of the following items:

Shareholdings
Shareholdings are valued globally and shown in the financial statements at acquisition price less amortization as appropriate.

Fixed assets
Assets are shown in the balance sheet at acquisition cost less depreciation and amortization. Depreciation
and amortization are applied according to the straight-line method and are estimated on the basis of the
presumed useful life of the assets according to conservative criteria. Further depreciation and amortization
may also be applied within the limits provided by law. This item may therefore include hidden reserves.

Value adjustments and provisions
A single value adjustment and provision is made for all recognizable risks as at the financial statement
ending-date according to the conservative principle. Potential risks are covered by lump-sum adjustments and provisions, determined by applying a calculation method that is systematic and constant over
time. Such adjustments and provisions may include hidden reserves.

Changes on previous year
The accounting and valuation principles applied to the annual report for the year-ending 31 December 2014
are the same as those applied in the previous year.
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2. Information on the balance sheet
2.1 Other assets and other liabilities
Year under review
(Amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Replacement value of derivative financial instruments
related to contracts negotiated for own account
Indirect taxes
Settlement accounts
Total

Previous year

Other
assets

Other
liabilities

Other
assets

Other
liabilities

34’074
301
401
34’776

34’270
2’541
1’547
38’358

17’787
299
224
18’310

17’504
2’635
1’379
21’518

Year under
review

Previous
year

2’003

4’789

11’499
13’502

5’603
10’392

Reversal
credited
to income
statement

Year under
review

2.2 Pledged or assigned assets and securities lending and repurchase transactions

(Amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Type of securities and purpose of the deposit
Financial investment reserved for REPO transactions with the SNB (unused)
Receivables from banks and financial investment to cover mandatory margins
on derivative products (fully used)
Total

2.3 Value adjustments and provisions

(Amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Value adjustments and provisions reserve
for loan losses (credit and country risks)
Value adjustments and provisions for
other business risks
Other provisions
Total value adjustments and provisions
less: value adjustments directly netted
with assets
Total value adjustments and provisions
as per balance sheet

Previous
year

Specific
usage

3’532
870
27’803
32’205

Change
in definition
of purpose

Recoveries,
doubtful
interest,
exchange
differences

New
allocations
charged
to income
statement

5

109

3’646
-250

-107
-107

-194
-189

109

-250

620
27’502
31’768

-3’462

-3’576

28’743

28’192

2.4 Share capital and major shareholders with more than 5% of voting rights
Year under review

(Amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Capital structure
Share capital
Total share capital issued and fully paid

Major shareholders at 31 December
Eburnea Holding SA, Sion (Donelli Group)
Molu Holding SA, Lugano (Gattei Group)
Golden Horn Finanz AG, Lugano (Filofibra Group)

Previous year

Number
of shares

Dividend
right
capital

Total
nominal
value

Number
of shares

Dividend
right
capital

20'000
20'000

200'000
200'000

20'000
20'000

20'000
20'000

200'000
200'000

20'000
20'000

Nominal value
CHF

Participation
in %

Nominal value
CHF

Participation
in %

10'400
7'000
2'600

52.00
35.00
13.00

10'400
7'000
2'600

52.00
35.00
13.00

Total
nominal
value

There is neither conditional capital nor shareholders without rights to vote.

2.5 Statement of changes in shareholders’equity

Shareholder’s equity, at beginning of year under review
Share capital
General legal reserve
Other reserves
Retained earnings
Total shareholders’equity, at the beginning of year under review (before profit distribution)
– Dividend
+ Net income
Total shareholders’equity, at end of year under review (before profit distribution)

(Amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

20’000
34’500
34’000
6’976
95’476
-5’000
7’661
98’137

Of which:
Share capital
General legal reserve
Other reserves
Retained earnings

20’000
35’000
35’000
8’137
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2.6 Related parties transactions, loans to members of the Bank’s governing bodies

(Amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Due from related companies
Due to related companies
Loans and exposure to members of the bank’s governing bodies

Year under
review

Previous
year

16’845
2’148
4’569

17’262
1’461
4’403

Transactions and performances with related parties
No significant transactions with shareholders and Group companies were executed during the financial year
The conditions applied for banking services are equivalent to those applied to primary customers. Members of the Bank’s governing
bodies enjoy the same benefits made available to all employees.

3. Information on off-balance sheet transactions
3.1 Fiduciary transactions

(Amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Fiduciary placements with third party banks
Fiduciary credits
Total fiduciary transactions

Year under
review

Previous
year

9’051
929
9’980

11’933
6’230
18’163

Year under
review

Previous
year

3’158
34
78
3’270

3’674
-55
79
3’698

4. Information on the income statement
4.1 Result from trading operations

(Amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Foreign exchange and banknotes
Precious metals
Securities
Total result from trading operations

4.2 Extraordinary income and costs

The extraordinary income has been generated by dissolution of previous provisions no longer economically necessary.

4.3 Revaluation of fixed assets to a level exceeding acquisition value (art. 665 e 665a CO)

No revaluations of fixed assets were carried out.
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Time, master of prudence

The idea of a mountain that travels from
the Equator to the North Pole, bringing
with it the fossil remains of fish and marine
flora, has its mysterious appeal in spite of
scientific knowledge.
On the other hand, comparison between
the advance of geological eras and the
passing of human times stimulates us to
reflect on the changes in perspective triggered by different time horizons: from the
frenzy of the present to the rhythm of the
seasons, from the growth phases of our
children to the transition from one generation to the next. In order to deal with often diverging situations in a complete way,
we must put our trust in a partner able to
reconcile the most urgent financial needs
with a long-term vision. To all its customers, Banca del Sempione offers instruments
for better managing the present and advisory services for tackling the future in a
strategic and sustainable way.

Mount San Giorgio

A border oasis

Mount San Giorgio also is a “mountain-symbol”
between Switzerland (Ticino) and Italy (the province of Varese and Lombardy). At an altitude
of 1,097 meters above sea level it rises between
the two southern branches of Lake Lugano, to
the north between Riva San Vitale and Porto
Ceresio (Italy), descending gently to the south as
far as the towns of Rancate and Ligornetto and
then towards the Lombardy Plain. It is a symbol
because it is generous not only from the point of
view of nature, but also because of the resources
exploited since the Eighteenth century and shared on both sides of the border. It is a promontory
of “Insubrian friendship” linked by a route from
Brusino Arsizio, Riva San Vitale and Meride in
Switzerland and from Besano, Porto Ceresio and
Viggiù in Italy.
The stone of San Giorgio is the emblem of energy and resistance. The shale of its mines was
used by Italians to extract fuel and produce gas
for lighting the city of Milan. From the dawn of
the Twentieth century until 1952, a therapeutic
ointment was extracted from it and used to treat inflammations and rheumatism. It was called
“saurol” and was produced both in Meride and
Besano. In fact it was while excavating for this
substance that the first fossil remains were discovered thanks to which, since 2003 in Switzerland
and 2010 in Italy, San Giorgio has been a Unesco
World Heritage site. The Italians were the first to
carry out paleontological digs in 1863 in Besano
followed by the Swiss in 1919 in Meride. The wealth of fossils deserves a short mention.
The work of nature, geology created San Giorgio which, in the Middle Triassic period, i.e. more
than 200 million years ago, was found near the
equator, in the middle of an ancient ocean that

was submerging the area. The creation of a partially isolated basin allowed the sedimentation of
rocky layers on the sea bed and a colonisation of
marine fauna consisting of reptiles, fish and invertebrates. The absence of animals feeding on
carcasses guaranteed the perfect conservation of
the discovered skeletons. Some fossils are unique
in the world and can be admired in the museums
of Besano (Italy) and Meride (Switzerland).
Another work of nature is its extraordinary variety of rocks. Marble, limestone for lime, chalk,
clay, tufo, flint and peat were used both for artistic-sacred and industrial purposes. The prized
marble of Arzo, Saltrio, and Viggiù, i.e. the “Broccatello” which was quarried until 2010 between
Arzo and Meride in “Fornaci”, constantly graced
art and the talent of stone masons and architects
from the late Renaissance and in the Baroque and
neo-classical periods, to decorate sacred and profane buildings of Ticino and Lombardy.
“Gioiello di pietra” (the stone jewel), the mountain is also a “gem of nature”, due to its extensive
diversity of fauna and flora. It possesses vegetation

Previous page:
Fossil of the marine reptile Serpianosaurus
From the top in sequence:
Casting of bronze sculptures
at the Perseo art foundry in Mendrisio
View of the marble quarry in Arzo
Page to the right in sequence:
The innovative Coldrerio building,
home to the fashion house Hugo Boss
Entrance to the new Fossils Museum
of Monte San Giorgio, Meride
Following page:
Mount San Giorgio seen from San Salvatore

formations that are unique in the whole of Switzerland such as the “Iris graminea” and the “Adenophora liliifolia”. Here alone live almost half of
the day-flying butterflies in the whole country.
Its dry meadows, farmed until the middle of the
Twentieth century, were of national importance.
Important crops of grapes and mulberries are
still grown today on its southern slopes, while the
enormous chestnut trees on Alpe di Brusino are
proof of the no-longer valuable chestnut crops.
Finally “the cultural summit”, San Giorgio welcomed at its feet the important artistic emigration of
the so-called “maestri dei laghi” (Masters of the
lakes), famous sculptors and stone masons, such
as Anselmo and Bonino da Campione, Benedetto degli Antelami and Tullio Lombardo and the
native of Ticino, Vincenzo Vela. It also inspired
painters and lithographers of merit such as the Geneva-born Charles Louis Guignon.
Dominating a border region of communication,
trade and culture – like the Mendrisiotto (the
Mendrisio area) – San Giorgio witnessed the
remarkable progress of the region in the Twentieth century.
All that remains of the verdant plain of San Martino is the photographic record by Gino Pedroli.
All we have of the farming practices, silk worms,
dried tobacco in the barns and maize husked by
our grandmothers are the stories by Angelo Frigerio. For decades the region has been an important international economic junction and a future
regional development hub.
The establishment of the famous Academy of architecture in Mendrisio, and the new railway and
motorway projects, are proof of it.
Almost a quarter of the industrial companies
of the canton and more than a third of all jobs
are located in the so-called “Insubrian triangle”
(Lugano, Como, Varese), under the shadows of
San Giorgio.
Between Mendrisio, Stabio and Chiasso the predominant sectors are those of clothing, fashion,
electrical equipment, iron and steel and precious
metals, and medical and orthopaedic instruments. So, between a very distant past of intelligently exploited nature and culture, and a present
of economy and trade, increasingly launched
towards the future, we can without a doubt place
San Giorgio among those mountains that have
inspired awareness and visions.
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Thanks
We would like to thank for their precious cooperation the people and institutions
that provided and permitted the reproduction and publication of the images
necessary for the making of this annual report, including:
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